RNA, like proteins, must often fold to distinct threedimensional structures to carry out biological functions. However, RNA forms stable secondary structure in the absence of tertiary structure, indicating some limits to cooperativity in RNA tertiary folding. Indeed, one might consider folding of an RNA from a preformed secondary structure to a functional tertiary structure as akin to folding of a multidomain protein. The fundamental question then arises: To what extent is there cooperativity in RNA folding?
We determined the tertiary contact cooperativity for the independently folding P4-P6 domain derived from the T. thermophila group I intron 6 ( Figure 1a ,b) using a single molecule fluorescence energy transfer (smFRET) folding assay. The P4-P6 crystal structure in 1996 revealed, for the first time, the side-by-side packing of RNA helices. 7 These helices are connected by a junction (J5/5a) and joined by two regions of tertiary contact, the metal core/metal core receptor (MC/MCR, Figure 1a ,b, blue) and the tetraloop/tetraloop receptor (TL/TLR, Figure 1a ,b, magenta). [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] We refer to these regions as "tertiary contacts", and we quantitatively investigate the energetic crosstalk between these tertiary contacts.
A thermodynamic scheme for determining the tertiary contact cooperativity in P4-P6 is shown in Figure 1c . The unfolded ensemble (U) comprises the large number of conformations with secondary structure but no tertiary contacts. The unfolded ensemble is in equilibrium with the fully folded state F TL MC , which has both tertiary contacts formed, and this equilibrium is described by K fold . The two intermediate species , I TL and I MC , have only one tertiary contact formed. In I TL , the tetraloop/ receptor contact is formed (L5b docked into J6a/6b; Figure 1a ,b, magenta), and in I MC , the metal ion core/receptor is formed 11 (folded P5abc subdomain with the A-rich bulge (A-bulge) docked into P4; Figure 1a ,b, blue).
To determine the equilibrium constants for the thermodynamic cycle of Figure 1c , we internally dye-labeled the wild-type molecule and two known tertiary contact ablation mutants: a metal core ablation mutant (∆Metal Core) in which the A-bulge is mutated to uracil residues, preventing formation of the MC/ MCR contact, 10 and a tetraloop ablation mutant (∆Tetraloop) in which the GAAA tetraloop is mutated to a UUCG tetraloop, preventing docking to the tetraloop receptor 10, [12] [13] [14] (Figure 1 ). These mutations selectively disrupt individual tertiary contacts without detectably altering the structure of the other tertiary contact, as evidenced by previously determined hydroxyl radical footprinting protection patterns. 10 The constructs were labeled with Cy3 and Cy5 such that the dyes are predicted to be within Molecular constructs and energetic scheme for measuring cooperativity in P4-P6. The P4-P6 secondary structure (a) and crystal structure (b), with the metal core/metal core receptor (blue, with yellow Mg 2+ ions) and tetraloop/tetraloop receptor (magenta) highlighted. Each P4-P6 construct was internally dye-labeled with Cy3 at U155 (green), with Cy5 at U241 (red), and extended by 26 nucleotides at the 3′-end to provide a surface tether for single molecule experiments. To measure tertiary contact cooperativity using the thermodynamic scheme shown in (c), a metal core ablation mutant (∆Metal Core) and tetraloop ablation mutant (∆Tetraloop) were constructed, and the folding of these mutants and wild-type P4-P6 was followed (eq 1). The A-bulge was mutated to uridine residues to ablate the metal core, and the GAAA tetraloop was mutated to UUCG to ablate the tetraloop (a). The wild-type construct was used to measure the overall stability of P4-P6, Kfold; the ∆Metal Core construct was used to measure the stability of the tetraloop/tetraloop receptor interaction alone, KTL, and the ∆Tetraloop construct was used to measure the stability of the metal core/metal core receptor interaction alone, KMC. ∼4 nm of one another in the folded state and distant (>10 nm) in the unfolded states (Figure 1a ,b). Molecules were attached to a BSA-biotin/streptavidin-coated quartz surface via hybridization to a biotinylated DNA tether. 15, 16 To detect any adverse effects of dye labeling and/or surface tethering, the Mg 2+ -dependent folding transition was followed and compared to that observed for free, unlabeled, untethered P4-P6 obtained by solution chemical protection. The smFRET data show that the three dye-labeled P4-P6 constructs stochastically fluctuate between two FRET states ( Figure 2a ). The WT (black) and ∆Metal Core (magenta) constructs fluctuate between FRET levels of 0.1 and 0.8, and the ∆Tetraloop construct fluctuates between FRET levels of 0.1 and 0.5 (blue). The FRET levels remain the same for each construct as the concentration of Mg 2+ is increased despite the higher fraction of time spent in the high FRET state at higher Mg 2+ (Supporting Information and data not shown). These results, as well as experiments with varying time resolution (8-25 ms, data not shown), indicate that FRET averaging from rapid exchange between states does not occur between the folded and unfolded states so that the observed FRET values reflect those for the unfolded and folded states. 16, 17 As K TL represents the formation of the TL/TLR contact without the MC/MCR contact preformed and K′ TL the formation of the contact with the MC/MCR contact preformed ( Figure  1c ), the ratio of these two equilibrium constants can be used to calculate the tertiary contact cooperativity, ∆G coop , as described in eq 1, which is derived from Figure 1c ; that is, how much the formation of one contact favors formation of the other.
The analogous relationship also holds for the MC/MCR contact, as is also shown in eq 1, and ∆G coop is the same when calculated for either contact because the equilibria are related to one another within the thermodynamic cycle of Figure 1c .
We measured the stability of all three P4-P6 constructs under identical conditions to obtain the equilibrium contants needed to determine ∆G coop (10 mM MgCl 2 , 200 mM NaCl, 50 mM NaMOPS, 22°C, pH 7.0). The wild-type strongly favored the high FRET state such that the fraction of time spent in that state was 92 ( 1% (Figure 2b, black) . In contrast, the two mutants strongly favored the low FRET state. For the P4-P6 ∆Metal Core construct, the fraction of time spent in the high FRET state was 33 ( 1% (Figure 2b, magenta) , while for the P4-P6 ∆Tetraloop construct, the fraction of time spent in the high FRET state was 9 ( 1% (Figure 2b, blue) . The favorable folding of wild-type and unfavorable folding of the mutants qualitatively indicates that there is cooperativity between the two tertiary contacts.
A quantitative measure of cooperativity was obtained from the equilibrium constants for the wild-type and mutant RNAs and applied in Figure 1c , as shown in Figure 2b . The equilibria between U, I MC , and F TL MC (K MC , K fold , and K′ TL ) constitute a thermodynamic cycle such that the measured equilibrium constants can be used to calculate the stability of the tetraloop with the metal core preformed, K′ TL ) K fold /K MC ) 12/0.1 ) 120 ( Figure 2b) ; similarly, a thermodynamic cycle between U, I TL , and F TL MC gives K′ MC ) 24 ( Figure 2b ). These results allow quantitation of the tertiary cooperativity according to eq 1. In each case, tertiary contact formation is 240-fold more favorable subsequent to formation of the other tertiary contact (K′ TL /K TL ) 120/0.5 ) K′ MC /K MC ) 24/0.1 ) 240), corresponding to a tertiary cooperativity of 3.2 ( 0.2 kcal/mol.
The magnitude of the cooperativity measured here for RNA folding is comparable to what is found in protein folding (e.g., refs 4 and 18), although it is not clear if the mechanistic underpinnings are the same. Most generally, the presence of thermodynamic cooperativity in folding indicates the presence of an energetic barrier to the formation individual long-range interactions that, once overcome, need not be surmounted again. In protein folding, this barrier has been attributed to the energetic penalty for the conformational restriction paid to form a single long-range contact and to the rather precise fit of packed side Assuming a standard dependence of FRET level on dye proximity, the dye pair is at least 10 nm apart in the unfolded ensemble (U). In the folded state and I TL, the dye pair is estimated to be ∼4 nm apart, the expected proximity of the pair with the tetraloop/tetraloop receptor formed. The I MC intermediate has a lower FRET value of 0.5 (independent of [Mg 2+ ], see Figure S1 ). The measured equilibrium constants, obtained from {(Frac High FRET)/(Frac Low FRET)} and the thermodynamic cycle in (b), were used to determine K′ TL ) 120 and K′ MC ) 24. chains in the fully folded state that maximizes van der Waals packing and minimizes the solvation penalty for exposed hydrophobic groups, relative to partially folded states.
In RNA folding, the physical origins of cooperativity are likely to include an electrostatic component derived from the electrostatic penalty for bringing two highly negatively charged coaxially stacked helices (e.g., P456 and P5abc) together in space. Indeed, smFRET experiments with lower concentrations of screening cations reveal greater cooperativity (unpublished results), consistent with the presence of an electrostatic barrier that contributes to the observed cooperativity.
The assembly of macromolecular structure to populate a single state (or small family of states) can occur without significant cooperativity between tertiary contacts; that is, the stability of individual tertiary contacts can be independent of the presence of additional tertiary contacts. In larger RNAs, where the tertiary contacts are more distant, this may be common. Further exploration of cooperativity in RNA folding is needed. Such experiments will help reveal similarities and distinctions between RNA and protein folding and will further our understanding of this fundamental feature of biological macromolecules.
Surprisingly, the number of RNA systems in which cooperativity has been rigorously dissected is limited. 19, 20 Indeed, quantitative energetic dissection of the cooperativity underlying formation of RNA tertiary structure has remained difficult for experimental and conceptual reasons. Tertiary contact ablations, 21 or even single-point mutations, 15, 22 often result in large shifts in Mg 2+ -dependent RNA folding. Because equilibrium measurements are inaccurate away from the Mg 2+ midpoint, data have typically been fit by a Hill equation to extrapolate folding equilibria to a common Mg 2+ concentration. However, this extrapolation requires an assumption that folding involves a transition from the same unfolded to the same folded state under all conditions, that is, a two-state assumption. This assumption is unlikely to hold for RNA because its polyelectrolyte nature results in a different constellation of associated ions at each Mg 2+ concentration and, in particular, for the unfolded state, a different ensemble of unfolded conformers. [23] [24] [25] [26] This extrapolation gives an estimate for P4-P6 folding cooperativity of 4.6 ( 0.5 kcal/mol instead of the value of 3.2 ( 0.2 kcal/mol obtained herein (see Supporting Information). Indeed, some extrapolations of energetic effects from mutations have given calculated ∆∆G effects for single-point mutants of >10 kcal/mol (e.g., refs 21, 23) , values that likely greatly overestimate the actual energetic differences.
SmFRET experiments avoid this pitfall because the high accuracy achievable in measurement of equilibria well away from a folding midpoint 15, 22 allows direct comparison of equilbria under identical conditions. For example, in bulk, a 5% folding signal may be difficult to distinguish from, for example, a 3% signal; in the corresponding smFRET experiment, the folding signal is 100% (for 5% of the time), making determination of the amount of folded molecule present straightforward. Interpretation of the bulk experiment is further complicated because the signal for an unfolded ensemble often varies with conditions, a phenomenon that is sometimes referred to as "sloping baselines" and is often a manifestation of the non-two-state behavior of these systems. Thus, a 5% bulk signal can represent 5% of the molecules in the folded state or differences in the predominant conformation(s) of the unfolded ensemble. Again, this scenario can be readily distinguished from a small population of folded molecules in smFRET experiments because the FRET signal of the states that are populated are directly reported. We expect smFRET experiments to be key in dissecting the energetic underpinnings of RNA structure assembly and testing the underlying molecular origins of folding cooperativity.
